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Abstract The emergence of MoS2 nanopores has
provided a new avenue for high performance DNA
sequencing, which is critical for modern chemical/
biological research and applications. Herein, molecular
dynamics simulations were performed to design a
conceptual device to sequence DNAwith MoS2 nanopores
of different structures (e.g., pore rim contained Mo atoms
only, S atoms only, or both Mo and S atoms), where
various unfolded single-stranded DNAs (ssDNAs) trans-
located through the nanopores driven by transmembrane
bias; the sequence content was identified by the associating
ionic current. All ssDNAs adsorbed onto the MoS2 surface
and translocated through the nanopores by transmembrane
electric field in a stepwise manner, where the pause
between two permeation events was long enough for the
DNA fragments in the nanopore to produce well-defined
ionic blockage current to deduce the DNA’s base
sequence. The transmembrane bias and DNA-MoS2
interaction could regulate the speed of the translocation
process. Furthermore, the structure (atom constitution of
the nanopore rim) of the nanopore considerably regulated
both the translocate process and the ionic current. Thus,
MoS2 nanopores could be employed to sequence DNA
with the flexibility to regulate the translocation process and
ionic current to yield the optimal sequencing performance.

Keywords DNA sequencing, MoS2, molecular dynamics
simulation, nanopore, ionic current

1 Introduction

Nanopore-based DNA sequencing [1–5] provides a new

approach for rapid, high-resolution detection of DNA
bases (guanine (G), adenine (A), thymine (T) and cytosine
(C)). The negatively charged DNA molecules could be
driven electrophoretically through a nanopore by an
applied external voltage [6]. Protein nanopores [7,8] and
solid-state nanopores [9–12] have been widely studied for
DNA sequencing. However, these pores are limited by low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and nonuniform single-base
sequencing and are too thick to identify individual bases in
the DNA sequence. Furthermore, biological nanopores are
prone to disassemble at high biases [13,14]. Such draw-
backs can be overcome by developing new two-dimen-
sional materials for nanopore sequencing, such as
graphene [15–18] and MoS2 [19–21], which have attracted
extensive attention due to their ultrathin atomic thickness
that allows sequencing with single-base resolution. The
merits of this type of device are mainly twofold: 1) the film
can amplify the baseline and signal amplitude without
increasing the noise level, which can greatly improve the
SNR; 2) ultra-small and short nanopores can enhance
detection accuracy. Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D)
nanomaterial, has been studied extensively for DNA
sequencing [22]. The single-atom-thick graphene nano-
pores allow single-base detection by blocking ionic
currents or lateral tunneling currents. However, graphene
nanopores have some shortcomings: the lack of band gap
for applications such as charged base detection and field
effect transistors; strong π-π interaction with DNA [23];
and low detection of SNR. Thus, there is an emergent need
to find graphene substitutes or modify graphene to achieve
a good sensing performance and a non-adhesive surface,
for the development of next-generation DNA sequencing
equipment. MoS2, a 2D single-layer structure analogous to
graphene, has found a wide range of applications in
sensing, nanoelectronics, and energy storage, among
others [24]. The thickness of single-layer MoS2 is
~6.5 Å, which is comparable to the spacing between two
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adjacent bases of ssDNA (3.2–3.5 Å). Previous studies
have revealed that MoS2 has several advantages over
graphene with improved SNR [19,20] and controllable
fabrication of nanopores [24,25], suggesting MoS2 as a
promising material for DNA sequencing. Single-layer
MoS2 can be regarded as an “S-Mo-S” sandwich structure,
with each Mo coordinating with six S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic geometry. Meanwhile, the Mo atom of MoS2 is
hydrophilic, and the S atom is hydrophobic. There are
three types of MoS2 nanopores: Mo atoms only (Mo only),
S atoms only (S only), and both Mo and S atoms at the
edge of the nanopore (Mixed) [26]. Thus, the type of atom
(Mo, S or both) of the MoS2 nanopore edge exposed to
DNA bases may lead to interactions with DNA that are
different from that of graphene. Both experimental and
simulation studies have proven that DNA does not adsorb
strongly to the MoS2 surface [19,20]. It also has been
reported that aromatic compounds (e.g., pyridine and
purine) or conjugated compounds could physically adsorb
to MoS2 surface [27].
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can provide

details at the atomic level for the translocation dynamics of
different molecules, such as ions and biomolecules, and
their interactions with nanopores [28–38]. For example,
DNA sequencing using graphene nanopores was investi-
gated by Liang et al. [39], and the relationship between ion
current blockade and the nanopore area occupied by DNA
translocation was revealed. Heiranian et al. [26] used MD
simulations to study the desalination effect of MoS2
nanopores and found that different nanopores showed
different effects in modulating the water flux. The water
flux of Mo only nanopores was 70% higher than that of
graphene nanopores with the same pore diameter. In
addition, Farimani et al. [20] performed a density
functional theory calculation to compare the performance
of these three MoS2 pores in detecting the four different
bases. They showed that Mo atoms interacted with DNA
bases more weakly than S atoms, leading to promising
potential for Mo only nanopores to discriminate DNA
bases. Luan and Zhou [32] investigated the spontaneous
transport of ssDNA through a heterostructure of graphene-
MoS2 nanopore under the chemical potential difference.
Since MoS2 consists of metal and non-metal atoms, the

Mo:S ratio could be adjusted around the MoS2 nanopore
edge [38]. Thus, the MoS2 nanopore’s structure is expected
to regulate the ssDNA’s motion and ionic current, which
provides new possibilities to enhance the performance of
DNA sequencing. Consequently, we examined the trans-
location characteristics of stretched ssDNA through three
different types of MoS2 nanopores. We analyzed the
characteristics of three open nanopores and studied the
interaction of ssDNA with the MoS2 surface and its
translocating through the three nanopores. Following the
introduction, the atomistic models of three MoS2 nano-
pores and ssDNA structure, as well as the simulation
methods are elaborated in section 2, “Experimental”. In

section 3, “Results and discussion”, the ionic currents and
electrostatic potentials for the three MoS2 nanopores are
presented, and the interaction of ssDNA with them are
examined. Then, the process of ssDNA passing through
different MoS2 nanopores is analyzed. Section 4 presents
the concluding remarks.

2 Experimental

2.1 System setup

Four homogeneous ssDNAs, each with 20 bases (i.e.,
poly(A)20, poly(T)20, poly(G)20, and poly(C)20), were
studied. To simulate the four stretched ssDNAs passing
through MoS2 nanopores under an applied electric field,
several simulation systems have been constructed, each
containing a single-layer MoS2 membrane with a pore
diameter of 1.6 nm, a 20-base ssDNA and 1 mol$L–1 KCl
solution. The pore diameter of 1.6 nm was chosen so that
ssDNA could pass through the pore at a moderate speed
while significantly blocking the ionic current [30,39].
Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic diagrams of initial
configuration and a ssDNA translocating through MoS2
nanopores. For the atoms exposed at the nanopore rim, the
three nanopores were denoted as Mo only, S only and
Mixed nanopore: e.g., the rim of the Mo only nanopore
exposed only Mo atoms (thus bore positive charge), while
that of the Mixed nanopore exposed both Mo and S atoms
(Mo:S = 1:2). Since more S or Mo atoms are etched from
the edge of the Mixed nanopore to produce Mo, or S only
nanopores, the area of the nanopore is slightly larger than
the Mixed nanopore. The nanopore diameter, calculated as
d ¼ 2� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S=π
p

(S is the nanopore area), for Mo, S, and
Mixed nanopore are 1.91, 1.75, 1.62 nm, respectively. The
ssDNAs were constructed by the avogadro software [40],
and the MoS2 nanopores were built as described in the
literature [41]. The DNA-MoS2 system was placed in a box
of 7.59 nm � 7.66 nm � 10.00 nm and then solvated with
TIP3P (transferable intermolecular potential with 3 points)
water molecules [42]. Potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl–)
ions were added to make the system electrically neutral,
yielding a 1 mol$L–1 KCl electrolyte. The entire simulation
system contained approximately 50000 atoms.

2.2 MD simulations

All MD simulations were carried out by the GROMACS
4.6.7 software [43] with CHARMM27 force field [44], and
the analysis and visualization were conducted with
GROMACS utilities and VMD software [45]. The force
field parameters for MoS2 have been published in previous
work [46] and validated by various MD simulations on
nanopore sensing [30–32]. The LINCS [47] algorithm was
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applied to constrain the bonds that contain hydrogen
atoms, and the SETTLE algorithm [48] was applied for
water molecules. Due to the rigidity of MoS2, the surface
was frozen during the simulations [32,49]. For the non-
bonded interactions between different types of atoms, the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters were obtained using the
Lorentz-Berthelot [50] mixing rule. The LJ interactions
were truncated by a switching function in the range of
1.1–1.2 nm, with a dispersion correction applied. The
particle-mesh Ewald method [51] was used to compute the
long-range electrostatic interactions. Periodic boundary
conditions were used in all three dimensions.
The system was initially energy-minimized for 10000

steps using the steep descent method and then equilibrated
in an isobaric-isothermal ensemble for 10 ns, in which the
skeletal atoms of ssDNA were harmonically constrained
with a force constant of 1000 kJ∙mol–1∙nm–2. The system
temperature was maintained at 300 K by a V-rescale [52]
thermostat and pressure at 1.0 bar with a semi-isotropic
Berendsen [53] barostat along the z direction. After that,
the system was equilibrated in canonical (NVT) ensemble
for 120 ns at 300 K with the Nose-Hoover [54] thermostat,
where the harmonical constraint was applied to only one
backbone atom of the ssDNA in the nanopore (other
ssDNA atoms could move freely). Production simulations
were run in the NVT ensemble with electric field applied
along the z direction, where ssDNAwas not restrained. The
external electric field was represented by the transmem-
brane voltage difference V = -ELz, where E indicated the
electric filed strength and Lz was the length of the
simulation box along the z direction. The integration
time step was 2 fs, and other simulation details are
available in previous publications [30,55–57].

2.3 Data analysis

The number of bases adsorbed on the MoS2 surface was
analyzed by counting the bases whose center of mass
distance followed a 6 Å threshold of the nearest S atom
from the MoS2 surface. The number of contacts was
counted as the number of ssDNA atoms whose distance to
MoS2 membrane was less than 6 Å. The distance criterion
of 6 Å was chosen to maintain consistency with our
previous work [30], where distance criterion ranging from
5 to 9 Å yielded similar results. The number of translocated
bases, N, was computed by counting the number of bases
passing through the MoS2 nanopore, and the slope of N
versus t, the simulation time, was calculated as the
translocation rate. The time series of ionic current I(t)
through MoS2 nanopore were computed using the
following equation:

I tð Þ ¼ 1

ΔtLz

XN

i¼1
qi zi t þ Δtð Þ – zi tð Þ½ �:

where Dt was 2 ps, qi and zi were the charge and z
coordinate of the ith ion, respectively, and N was the total
number of ions. To reduce noise, the time series of ionic
current were block-averaged [58].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Ionic current through three types of MoS2 nanopores

To characterize the three types of open MoS2 nanopores
(Mo only, S only and Mixed), a series of voltages ranging
from 0.5 to 2.4 V were simulated, where the system

Fig. 1 The schematic diagrams of (a) initial configuration of the simulation system and (b) a poly(A)20 translocating through the MoS2
nanopore. The Mo atoms are colored in cyan, and the sulfur atoms are in yellow. The bases of poly(A)20 are assigned different colors, and
the ions are omitted for the sake of clarity.
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contained a MoS2 nanopore and 1 mol$L–1 KCl solution
only. Each MD run lasted 20 ns, and the open-pore ionic
currents for the MoS2 nanopores are shown in Fig. 2(a). It
was observed that under the same voltage, the S only
nanopore produced the largest ionic current, followed by
Mo only and Mixed nanopore. For instance, at the biased
voltage of 1.2 V, the open ionic currents of S only
nanopore, Mo only nanopore and Mixed nanopore were
5.41, 4.22 and 3.37 nA, respectively. In addition, the
conductance was calculated from linearly fitting the I–V
characteristic curve. It can be seen that the order of
conductance is S only>Mixed>Mo only. Figure 2(b)
shows the instantaneous electrostatic potential of the ion
distribution around a MoS2 nanopore with a bias of 1.2 V,
where the point charge was approximated as a Gaussian
sphere. Furthermore, the electrostatic potential over the
pore in the x and y directions was averaged to yield the
electrostatic potential profile across the pore along the z
axis (Fig. 2(c)). The potential decreased from 0.1 to –1.1 V

mainly across the nanopore and reached constants at both
ends of the simulation box, as illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and
2(c). Note that similar behaviors were seen in previous
studies [59,60].

3.2 Interaction of ssDNA with MoS2 surface

Figure 3 compares the adsorption process for four different
unfolded ssDNA on MoS2 surface. During the simulation,
the ssDNA molecules were initially placed at least 0.5 nm
above the MoS2 surface, and it was found that the four
ssDNAs all adsorbed onto the MoS2 surface, which was in
accordance with Liang’s results [41]. As illustrated in
Fig. 3(a), several bases of polynucleotide lied parallel to
the MoS2 surfaces to maximize the van der Waals
interaction, though there are no delocalized π electrons in
MoS2 to form the π-π stacking interaction similar to that in
graphene. Furthermore, the number of DNA bases
adsorbed on the surface, the number of base-to-surface

Fig. 2 (a) I–V profiles of three MoS2 nanopores: Mo only, S only and Mixed; (b) electrostatic potential map for three MoS2 nanopores
under an external bias of 1.2 V (All point charges were approximated by Gaussian spheres with an inverse width b = 0.25 Å–1. The charge
of Mo or S only nanopore rim may change the electrical potential in the nanopore; thus, the nanopore size in the electrostatic potential map
may be different from the actual physical size); (c) the average electrostatic potential profile across the pore along the z axis for three MoS2
nanopores at 1.2 V bias.
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contacts, and the interaction energy between them were
analyzed over the simulation time. As shown in Fig. 3(b),
the number of adsorbed bases of the four ssDNAs all
increased to above 12 within 10 ns. The equilibrium
adsorption numbers of poly(A)20 and poly(T)20 were close
to 18, and those of poly(C)20 and poly(G)20 were ~14. The
order of adsorption base number was poly(A)20>
poly(T)20> poly(G)20> poly(C)20. The number of base-
to-surface contacts between ssDNA and MoS2 surface
followed the similar order (Fig. 3(c)) as the number of
adsorbed bases (Fig. 3(b)). The contact numbers for
poly(A)20 and poly(T)20 were ~550, and those numbers for
poly(C)20 and poly(G)20 were ~450. Moreover, the
interaction energies between different ssDNA and MoS2
surfaces were computed in Fig. 3(d). Poly(A)20 showed the
strongest interaction with the MoS2 surface, with the
interaction energy reaching –1900 kJ∙mol–1, while poly
(C)20 showed the weakest interaction energy of approxi-
mately –1300 kJ∙mol–1. By calculating the interaction

energy versus the number of adsorbed residues, we could
conclude that the binding strength of single base to MoS2
was in the order of G>A>C> T, which was in
agreement with previous computation results [32,41].

3.3 ssDNA passes through the Mo only MoS2 nanopore

Figure 4 aims to investigate how the transmembrane bias
affects ssDNA translocation. It clearly shows the translo-
cation traces of four ssDNAs through the Mo only
nanopore under the driving voltage of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.2 V,
which was defined as the number of bases passing through
the middle plane of the MoS2 membrane over time. All
ssDNAs translocated through the Mo only nanopore in a
stepwise manner, as reported in previous studies on peptide
or DNA passing through various nanopores [30,59,61,62].
The ssDNA translocations contained long stationary
pauses dotted with short, quick steps. Furthermore, the
time taken by the ssDNA to completely translocate through

Fig. 3 ssDNA interacts with MoS2 surface. (a) The snapshot of poly(C)20 adsorbed onto MoS2 surface (The MoS2 is represented by van
der Waals spheres: yellow (S) and cyan (Mo). The bases are represented by the NewRibbons model); (b) the adhesion number between
ssDNA and the MoS2 surface; (c) the number of contacts between ssDNA and the MoS2 surface; (d) time series for the interaction energies
between ssDNA and MoS2 surface.
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the nanopore decreased dramatically with increasing
voltage. At low voltage, the time span between two
translocation events, as indicated by a sudden change in
translocation number, was quite large, and thus the
residence time of ssDNA bases in the nanopores was
quite long. At high voltage, the translocation process
showed a fast translocation step and short residence time
and still had a stepwise fashion. Under the voltage of 0.5 V,
poly(A)20, poly(T)20 and poly(G)20 did not completely
pass through the Mo only nanopore within 300 ns, while
poly(C)20 completely penetrated through the nanopore
within 50 ns. This finding agrees with the weakest
adsorption of poly(C)20 on MoS2 (Fig. 3(d)). When the
voltage increased to 0.8 V, the translocation time was
shortened by more than one half. When the voltage reached
1.2 V, all four ssDNA species completed the translocation
process within 25 ns.
Furthermore, each of the above simulations (see Fig. 4)

was repeated three times, and the average translocation
speed of ssDNA at different voltages is shown in Fig. 5. It
was found that at the same voltage, the order of
translocation speed for the four ssDNAs was
poly(A)20< poly(T)20< poly(G)20< poly(C)20; this order

is opposite to the order of interaction strength between the
ssDNA and MoS2 surface. The transmembrane voltage
affected the translocation speed of poly(C)20 even more

Fig. 4 The translocation traces of ssDNA driven through Mo only nanopore by different voltages of 0.5 V, 0.8 V and 1.2 V: (a) poly
(A)20, (b) poly(C)20, (c) poly(G)20 and (d) poly(T)20.

Fig. 5 The translocation speeds of ssDNA (poly(A)20, poly(C)20,
poly(G)20 and poly(T)20) driven through Mo only nanopore by
different voltages.
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significantly.
The ionic current during the ssDNA translocation

process was calculated. Figure 6 illustrates the ionic
current of four ssDNAs passing through the Mo only
nanopore versus the simulation time at a biased voltage of
0.8 V. After ssDNA completely passed through the pore,
the ion current restored to the opening current. The insets
in Fig. 6 show different snapshots of ssDNA in the Mo
only nanopore, and the arrow refers to the corresponding
instantaneous ionic current. When there was only one base
in the nanopore, the blocking degree of ionic current was
relatively small, but blocking degree was different for
various bases. For instance, the blocking amplitude of
ionic current for poly(A)20 and poly(G)20 at 3 ns was 26%
and 37%, respectively. When the number of bases in the
nanopore reached 2 or 3, the ionic current was significantly
blocked, almost approaching 0 nA, e.g., the ionic current
values of poly(C)20, poly(A)20, poly(G)20 and poly(T)20 at
4.5, 38, 50 and 73 ns, respectively. Interestingly, when the
midpart of two bases occupied the nanopore, the ionic
current was blocked less, such as poly(A)20 and poly(T)20
at 77 and 26 ns, respectively. By identifying the
translocated base and ion current changes over time,
each penetration pause yielded quite a stable ionic current.

The blocked ionic current and the stepwise movement of
ssDNA indicated promising application potential for
DNA-sequencing. Well-defined signals could be produced
from the long pauses in the translocation process to read
the base content in the nanopore. Although Fig. 4 shows a
pause time at tens of nanoseconds, it could be prolonged to
microseconds by further lowering the transmembrane bias.

3.4 ssDNA passes through the S only MoS2 nanopore

As shown in Fig. 7, ssDNAs were driven through the S
only nanopore by biased voltage. Figure 7 shows the time
series of the translocation number of four ssDNAs through
the S only MoS2 nanopore under a driving voltage of 0.8,
1.2 and 2.4 V. It was observed that only 4–6 bases could
pass through the S only nanopore at 0.8 Veven after a long
simulation time of 400 ns. When the voltage increased to
1.2 V, the translocation number of poly(A)20 and poly(G)20
increased slightly to ~7, while those of poly(C)20 and
poly(T)20 rose to above 12. Under 2.4 V, the four ssDNAs
fully permeated within 70 ns. Comparing with Mo only
nanopore, ssDNA passed through S only nanopore very
slowly. The time span of two translocation events at low
voltage (0.5 or 0.8 V) for S only nanopore was very long,

Fig. 6 The changes in translocation base number and ionic current of ssDNA over time driven throughMo only nanopore at a 0.8 V bias:
(a) poly(A)20, (b) poly(C)20, (c) poly(G)20 and (d) poly(T)20. The insets show the instantaneous conformation corresponding to the ionic
current values.
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though it was significantly reduced at voltages above 1.2 V.
Such low translocation speeds could be attributed to the
negatively charged S atom repelling the negatively charged
base from translocating, resulting in a high energy barrier
for the translocation of ssDNA [26,63]. In contrast,
because Mo atoms were positively charged, the transloca-
tion energy barrier of ssDNA through Mo nanopore was
lower [20].
In Fig. 7, the influence of increasing voltage on the

perforation time of the four ssDNAs followed this order:
poly(C)20> poly(T)20> poly(A)20> poly(G)20. Mean-
while, the averaged translocation speed of ssDNA at
different voltages for three repeated simulations was
presented in Fig. 8, showing an order of poly(C)20
> poly(T)20> poly(A)20> poly(G)20.
Figure 9 recorded the ionic current trajectory when

ssDNA passed through the S only nanopore at 2.4 V. From
Fig. 9, poly(A)20 and poly(T)20 showed the strongest
blocking effect on the ionic current. After the ssDNAwas
completely penetrated, the ionic current increased to the
level of an open nanopore. The insets in Fig. 9 represent

Fig. 7 The translocation traces of ssDNA driven through S only nanopore by different voltages: (a) poly(A)20, (b) poly(C)20,
(c) poly(G)20 and (d) poly(T)20 .

Fig. 8 The translocation speeds of ssDNA driven through S only
nanopore by different voltages: poly(A)20, poly(C)20, poly(G)20
and poly(T)20.
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the instantaneous conformations of ssDNA at different
simulation times, and the arrow refers to the corresponding
ionic current. For example, the blocking ranges were less
than 20% for poly(A)20 and poly(G)20, as illustrated in the
first inset of ionic current trajectory. When the center of the
nanopore was blocked by bases, the degree of ionic current
blocking increased. When the number of bases in the
nanopore reached 2–3, the obstruction degree of ionic
current was more evident, which almost reduced to 0 nA,
as shown in the second inset of poly(A)20, poly(G)20 and
poly(T)20.

3.5 ssDNA passes through the Mixed MoS2 nanopore

Figure 10 shows the four ssDNAs translocating through
the Mixed MoS2 nanopore at different voltages. At a
voltage of 0.8 V, only 4–6 bases of poly(A)20, poly(G)20
and poly(T)20 could permeate through the nanopore during
a long simulation time of 400 ns, while poly(C)20
completely translocated through the nanopore within
100 ns. When the voltage increased to 1.2 V, poly(A)20
and poly(T)20 completely passed through the nanopore
within 400 ns; poly(C)20 translocated completely within
50 ns (~1/2 of the time at 0.8 V), while the translocation

number of poly(G)20 did not change much. For the voltage
rising to 2.4 V, all four ssDNAs entirely permeated within
40 ns. The translocation process of ssDNA became much
faster at high voltages but retained the stepwise character.
The ssDNA passed through the Mixed nanopore faster
than that in the S only nanopore, but slower than that in the
Mo only nanopore. This finding may be attributed to the
positively charged Mo atoms weakening the energy barrier
through the Mixed nanopore.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 10, it was found that the

influence of increasing voltage on the translocation time of
the four ssDNAs was poly(C)20> poly(T)20> poly(A)20
> poly(G)20. The averaged translocation speed of ssDNA
at different voltages is also displayed in Fig. 11. At the
same voltage, the permeation speed of ssDNA followed
the order of poly(C)20> poly(T)20> poly(A)20>
poly(G)20. Figure 12 shows the translocation trajectories
and ionic currents of four ssDNAs translocating through
the Mixed MoS2 nanopore (the driving bias was 2.4 V for
poly(G)20 whose translocation speed was extremely slow,
but 1.2 V for other ssDNAs). The poly(A)20 and poly(G)20
exhibited the maximum ionic blockages. These simulation
results revealed that well-defined ionic current blockages
could be produced from the stepwise translocation of

Fig. 9 The translocation traces and ionic current blockages of ssDNA driven through S only nanopore at a 2.4 V bias: (a) poly(A)20, (b)
poly(C)20, (c) poly(G)20 and (d) poly(T)20.
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ssDNA through a MoS2 nanopore, which can be employed
to identify the DNA sequence. The ionic current in the
experiments may be even better defined because 1) the
applied bias could be lowered to prolong the measuring
time to the order of microseconds (which is unfeasible for
current MD simulations) and 2) the experimental system
could be much larger to reduce the random noise in the
signal.

4 Conclusions

In this work, extensive MD simulations were performed to
study the ssDNA translocation through different MoS2
nanopores, with implications for nanopore based DNA
sequencing. All of the studied ssDNAs adsorbed to the
MoS2 surface and passed through the MoS2 nanopores in a
stepwise manner as driven by an external transmembrane
bias. Such stepwise translocation led to well-defined ionic
currents relevant to the content of the ssDNA fragment in

Fig. 10 The translocation traces of ssDNA driven through Mixed nanopore by different voltages: (a) poly(A)20, (b) poly(C)20,
(c) poly(G)20 and (d) poly(T)20.

Fig. 11 The translocation speeds of ssDNA driven through the
Mixed nanopore by different voltages: poly(A)20, poly(C)20,
poly(G)20 and poly(T)20.
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the nanopore and thus could be employed to read ssDNA
sequences. The ionic current signal in the experiments
could be further improved by employing much longer
measuring times and larger measuring systems, which may
diminish the noise. Compared with other DNA sequencing
methods [64,65], this MoS2 nanopore-based DNA sequen-
cing method is simple and quick and does not require any
other chemical reagent in principle. The translocation
speed of ssDNAs could be regulated by the bias and its
interaction with MoS2, e.g., high voltage or the weak
binding affinity of C base (e.g., the C base of DNA) with
MoS2 surface would lead to fast translocation. Further-
more, the structure of MoS2 nanopores regulated the
translocation process and the ionic current considerably,
e.g., the S only nanopore produced the largest open-pore
ionic current, while the positively charged Mo only
nanopore yielded the highest translocation speed of
ssDNA. This work provided not only a proof of concept
design for DNA sequencing with a MoS2 nanopore but
also valuable considerations when implementing such
design with experiments, e.g., fine tuning the DNA
sequencing performance, such as the translocation speed
and the ionic current, by engineering the nanopore
structure.
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